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Robbery Investigation

On November 2, 2011 at approximately 1:15am, Sheriff’s Office deputies responded to a robbery investigation in the 1700 block of Gibson Road, Everett. The victim, a 36 year old Everett resident, told deputies he was confronted by two adult male subjects at the above location. The suspects used a larger vehicle to block his vehicle and approached his driver’s door. The victim stated he was pulled from his vehicle, punched several times, and had a knife held to his neck. The suspects stole cash from the victim, as well as a white coat. The suspects then fled the scene in their vehicle. The victim returned home to telephone 911. He was later treated at a local hospital for minor cuts to his neck.

The suspects are described as follows: Suspect #1- black male adult, larger build; Suspect #2- black male adult, smaller build. The suspect vehicle was described as a larger passenger type car.
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